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THE SCATTERING OF LOWER-HYBRID WAVES 
BY DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS 

P. 1. Andrews and l-WV. Perkins 

Plasma Physics Laboratory. Pri.iccton University, 

Princeton. Ncv- Jersci 08S<M 

Th<: investigation of the scattering o f lowcrhy-brid waves by <Je;isJj> fluctuations in Uikamaks is 

distinguished by the presence in the wave equation of a large, random, deri\:iuic-r'ui;il;ntj term. 

Assuming the fluctuations to be of long wavelength compared to the incident wave the MIU' IJI it> of 

the wave equation to the Schrocdtngcr equation for a pantcle in a random magnetic fielJ is used 

to derive ;• two-way diffusion equation for the wave energy density. I be diffusion constant found 

disagrees with earlier findings and the source of the discrepancy is pointed out. When iTic correct 

boundary conditions arc imposed ihis equation can be solved by separation ofvariables. However 

mist of the important features of the solution arc apparent without detailed algebra. 

tmmw of THIS not-iwf" *, mw> 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of lower-hybrid waves as a heating mechanism for confined plasmas has been of great 

interest for some time as simple propagation theory shows them to have several properties advantageous 

to their use in tokamaks.1 However, with the recent discovery of drift wave induced large amplitude 

density fluctuations near the edge of tokamaks1'3 , doubt was east on the validity of results derived by 

theories neglecting the scattering effects of such fluctuations. Several papers have already been written 

discussing these scattering effects giving roughly equivalent predictions as to the rate of scatter of the 

incident waves. In one particular regime the wave energy density will obey a diffusion equation, as 

hiis already been derived using a wave-kinetic .ipproach.'' It is the purpose of this paper to derive this 

equation in a simple manner, pointing out that some previous results arc in error, and to find the 

intensity and angular spectrum of the lower hybrid wave energy emerging from the scattering layer. 

In Sec. II we derive the wave equation and suite the parameter regime in which we are interested. 

Wc then point out the equivalence of this equation to the Schrocdingcr equation for a charged particle 

in a magncjc fielci. This equivalence is used in Sec. Hi to derive a diffusion equation for the energy 

density uf the wave. Our result disagrees with some previous wor1, and we clarify the origin of the 

di:crcpancy in one particular paper. In Scc.IV wc show how this diffusion equation can be solved 

when the correct boundary condition, arc imposed by separation of variables. However an approximate 

solution for the intensity and angular spectrum of the of the emerging radiation can be founrf without 

recourse to complicated algebra and this is done in sectionV. Section Vi presents our conclusions. 

II. THE WAVE EQUATION 

The frequencies of drift waves in tokamaks arc far lower Uian lower hybrid frequencies. This per

mits us to consider propagation »r j monochromatic wave in a time-independent medium. Experimental 

investigation2 has shown the density fluctuations to be largely confined in a relatively thin region near 

die outside of Hie tokamak allowing us to considei die magnetic field uniform over the scattering region. 
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We thus choose a co-ordinate system in which B = R> z with B^ a constant ;md 2 the unit vector in the* 

direction. Tncn the lower hybrid wave equation can be written as 

V KV<fi = Q (I) 

where the dielectric tensor K is given by; 

and trie individual components are 

HI 2. u>2 w2 wL 
is _ i "« i ZS! is _£! ft' i—SL 

The nomenclature is standard: uipc and w p, arc the local electron and ion plasma frequencies respec

tively, which here will be functions of position, and Qe is die electron gymfrcquency. Near the edge of 

the tukartuk \u2 /Q] — ui^Jui^l <& I so that/fj_ RB 1. In addition die drift waves arc a'.igncd along 

the magnetic field lines with little density variation alongS. Hence we idealize the problem to one where 

the waves arc incident on a two-dimensional scattering layer of finite thickness. Wc therefore take the 

density to be given by 

n = n{x, y) = n<,[l + /i(i, y)\ 

where no is the spatially constant average density and n arises from drift wave density fluctuations. 

We take (ju> = 0 the angular brackets denoting an averaging process over realizations of n. We also 

introduce the two-point correlation function C of die medium, assuming die fluctuations to be isotropic 

in die x-y plane, and define it in such a way as to make die scaling of die problem clear; 

w ^ + i)^)> = ^2)c(egi2), (2). 

With diis definition & is a measure of the inverse scale length of die medium and C decays on a unit 

scale length, e.g. C(T) = r.xp(—r). Uiicr ue will make use of flic idea of sp.-iti.il averaging and w-jJI 

assume it to be identical to the ensemble averaging process i.e. 

M*» + ZM*oto — y J ^ f i ; + xM*b) 
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where V is the two-dimensional volume of integration. 

We then Fourier transform in the z direction and consider a single k: , i.e. a wave of die form 

cxp(i.'iiz — iwt). The wave equation, (1), duis becomes 

^l_<j> — iAV<t> + ^ ( 1 + W ) « = 0 (J) 

where 

Hie qiwni'H) ,\f is obviously of great importance; in most cases of interest we expect il to be larger than 

one, sometimes much larger, making the convective term in Eq. (J) die dominant scattering term. The 

direct solution ol Kq.(J) presents considerable difficulties; in order to make progress we restrict ourselves 

to cases in which the correlation length of the medium is large compared to an incident wavelength but 

small compared to the scattering length i.e. fcn > 6> 3> l/(. The first of these requirements; fc0 3> i, 

can be '.trincn as (m,>ine )p, Nf, ;» £'/>' in terms of the usual tokamak parameters; injm.c is the mass 

ratio, /?, the ion beta value, JV,( the parallel index of refraction, and />, the ion l.armoor radius. These 

restrictions allow us to neglect interference effects and to treat the scattering process as a scries of small, 

random perturbations which combine incohcncly to give a diffusive process. The resultant diffusion 

equation could be obtained by carefully going dirough a general procedure to find the wa<e kinetic 

equation associated with Eq. (3). This approach is certainly feasible, and was used by Git 4 , 5 . and Sen 

and Khch* . but it is perhaps simpler to utilize the similarity of Eq. (3) to the Schrocdinecr equation for a 

particle in a magnetic, field; 

he 
Ifr = 0 (4) 

«hcre J. is the magnetic vector potential (in Coulomb gauge) and V is the electrostatic potential 

normalised to tile free energy of the particle; fc2A:j}/2m . m being the panicle's mass. In addition c 

is the speed of light, c the charge on the particle, and h W.mck's constant over 2 r . In the next section wc 

will utilize the similarity of Kqs. (3) and {A). 



III. TMK WAVE SCATTERING EQUATION 

A comparison of equations (3) and (4) shows that our simplified lower hybrid wave equation is 

equivalent to the Schrocdingcr equation for a charged particle in a magnetic field B„ given by 

B. = MV^i (5) 

and a normalised potential 

The inequalities^ » fr 3> l/f« allow us to identify the energy density of the lower-hybrid wave 

with the probability density vf the scattered panicles and thus achieve a diffusion equation for the wave 

energy density.7 If the momentum of one particle is p with an average r.m.s momentum pu then the 

equation ofmotion is 

g — 4 ^ + ̂ x i ^ . (7) 
at 2m TIIKQ 

Tlic restriction that there be little scattering in a correlation length thus requires A/2{fo/fco)2(n2) <£ 1 

so that to first order in the scattering we can always take V na — ft. Therefore if we follow a particle with 

initial momentum pop we can write an expression for the rate of angular deflection 

I g ^ + Mfcxlg (8) 
where wc have lakcn the deflection to be small and die z axis to be along p 0 . 

We can thus write an expression for the mean squared angular deflection in a length Ax which is 
small compared to the scattering length but long compared to the correlation length, 

n± •'0 JO 0-X\ dZ2 

We proceed by using f = i j — 12 and replacing the ensemble average by a spatial one so thai the 

previous expression becomes 

{Aff2) ~ | f / ^ drjdu[Vn{u) • V„{u + ?)+ ( A f / ^ V V i J ^ S + ?)l 

+ V(x{u + r) • fA//J6b)A, X JVVffi)]. 
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This cquaLion can be greatly simplified by a little manipulation, e.g. 

fduVn(t) • Vf«(u + f) = V r • f duVv.(u)ix(u + f) 

= - V • J duVACi - ?)*z(fi) = - V 2 J du»{u)n{ii + r). 

Manipulating all of the terms in this manner and utilizing the definition of the two-point correlation 

function gives; 

<A0>) = J M ^ > r ( - v * c ( e ? ' S ) + (M'/kl)V>Ctiy)]dr (10) 

with no contribution from the cross terms. 

The Fokker-Planck equation for the panicle distribution function, or cquivalently the tower-hybrid 

wave kinetic equation, is thus 
dF . w adF nd2F . . . . 
ei + ^cos0^=DW ( 1 1 ) 

After integration by parts the diffusion coefficient/5 is given by: 
. 2 /-oo 

(12) 

When C(r ) = exp(—r) Kq.()2) becomes 

. V ^ / „ J \ & , <RH.rU 

If «e restrict oursehes to time independent solutions and define an inverse scattering length l~l as 

'•^D 'ji [hen we have the two-way diffusion equation 

AdF \&F .... 

" !:ngth can be written in terms of typical tokamak parameter;; 

'•-' = >4 + M|?) 
••. '.-•.-:: c:r,-if. TL, is gi\en by 

http://RH.rU
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Thc relatively low value of this reference density makes it clear that that the derivative-coupling term 

will dominate the scattering process 

This scattering problem could also be approached through wave formalism, in particular the 

treatment of Ott4 is perfectly good and his original result agrees exactly with the result of this paper, 

Kq.<13). the numerical factors being identical when the factor of 2 difference in the definition of & 

is recagni/cd. However there were two compensating algebraic errors in the original paper, one of 

these was removed in a following Erratum5 but the other remained. So, paradoxically, originally the 

conclusion was correct while after the Erratum it no longer is. We now point out the second algebraic 

error in Ott's original paper4 . In his Appendix C Ott makes a change of variables from ie^ to (1,0) 

where I = \kj_ — k± | and k± • fcx = ft^fc^. cos 0 . He then states that under this transformation 

6(uk — uv) = 6(1 - 2kj_ sin 0/2)/{v sin 0/2). (17) 

However this is not true. That the correct transformation is not obvious stems from the change of 

variables not being Dne to one. If we write x = fcj_ — fj_ then S(w-: — iokt) = S(x)/v and we hnve 

I2 = k\ + k1^ — 2k^k/^ cos,3 which implies 

i 2 - 4*1 sin 2 012 = (kj_ - fc'JfAL - Vj_ - 4kj_ sin 2 0/2) 

so that 

ffM*-*L«n'/J/2)l -*(!»-4*1 «n^/2] = *'~ Vj f f i 2 1 • 
We can write this as; 

S(x) = \S(t - 2k± sin/3/2) - S(x - 4kj_ s i n 2 0 / 2 ) / sin0/1] sin0/2, (18) 

(he final delta function in Eq.(lS) results from the non reversibility of the transformation and must be 

ignored. Then finally we have 
sin 0 / 2 

S(u)t-ukJ)=S(l-2kj_sin0/2)—— (19) 

which differs from Hq.(17) by a factor of sin 2 p/2 . Originally this factor exactly cancelled the error from 

die Jacobian of the transformation which was removed in the Erratum* . I Icncc the correctness of the 
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rcsult in tlie original paper. The same result can be found by performing the integration in Appendix C 

without making a change of variables. 

IV. SOIXTION OF THE UIFfC'SfON EQUATION 

Kvcn though we may know the value of the scattering length appearing in Eq.(14), in order to 

predict important details of the scattered wave (c.g. how much of an incident wave will penetrate a 

scattering regime of length /) we must know something oT the solutions of litis equation. Wc will assume 

that there is a scattering block of length f. within which the diffusion rate is constant, and the unscaltercd 

wave is incident from the left at x = 0. Arbitrary boundary conditions cannot be imposed: Kq.(14) is 

a two-way diffusion equation and just as the one-way diffusion equation OF fix = d^F/O2 would be 

well posed in the same domain only when boundary conditions arc applied at x = 0 , — n < 0 < n 

so this equation is well posed only when F is given on the .n'.cnals i = 0, ( g [—*/2, ir/2] and 

x = f, 8 £ [— IT, — i / 2 j , 8 £ [TT/2, ~j . This restriction ha r the satisfying result that we can only specify 

waves entering the scattering block. 

In our examination of the correct solution to Eq(14) we will closely follow the treatment of Fisch 

and Kruskal,9 for convenience considering only solutions even in 8. The boundary conditions are taken 

to be; x = I, F = F;(0) ,0 £ j — z/2, s/2] andx = l , F = O 0 g (—IT/2, ir/2j. For simplicity we 

will change the independent variable i to 2 = x/l, so that Eq.(14) becomes 

" • • * - * * < 2 0 V 

Thcr is one immediate solution of Eq.(20), the so-called linear or diffusion solution; [z — cast)) but 

this is neither positive definite nor capable of meeting the boundary conditions. In order to ubtain the 

complete solution we look for separable solutions of U>c forjn /[0)e~Xl resulting in the equation 

d0 ^+\<*3if-0. (21) 

Jn treating this equation wc can borrow from the theory of Mathicu's equation10 

0 + (a + 0cos2O)/ = O 



so that we know Eq.(21) will have solutions with/(2ir + 6) = f[S) for unly a dcnumcrable set of distinct 

ciseii-vaIues;K„. —oo < n < oo with n = 0 corresponding to the degenerate linear solution in this 

case and \ _ „ = —X„. The set of functions fn{0).n > 0 are orthogonal (o each other and (0 any 

constant on die interval [—ir, ff] (with weighting function CPS0 ) but. with the addition of the lineir 

solution, complete11 only on [—ir/2, :r/2). Similarly die functions /—„(0) arc proportional to f„{0 — ir) 

and arc complete on the rest of the interval [—*,»], Hence die complete solution to the diffusion 

problem is 
F[z,0)=*A~B{? — costf) 

+ 2 {"-AM «P(~M + *«/—(«) «p[-V.('/t - 2}]} 
m^t 

Che coefficients .4,i?,a n,6„ are chosen so as to fit the boundary conditions al x = 0,1. As the eigen

value-; come in pairs and we are dealing with even cigcn-funciions only in calculating the cigen-functions 

we will consider only positive cigcn-valucs (\n = k2

n) and positive values off?, tt is known 1 2 chat 

an approximate value for Xn is 0.43(4n + l ) 2 , n > 0, so diat the kn quickly become large as n 

increases. Therefore while we may have to produce the first few eigen-functions by numerical integration 

of Eq.{21) we expect to be able to use a W.K.B. type treatment for the rest If wc define S[0) = 

/ 0 \/s\nt dt then die W.K..B. solution has the form; 
fn{9) ^XP-^SU/I) c o s h { k n S ( K / 2 ) _ knS{ff _ ^2 ) ) ( 

(— COS0)* 

US) = -/rk-^Ai[{0 - ir/2)k~il, \ff - ir/2| < 1 

(cost?)} 2 2 

and the cigen-vaJticsarcgiren by A„S(ir/2) — (n-f- ^)if. The accuracy of these cigcii-fiinction; can be 

checked cidicr by comparison with numerically produced solutions or by verifying their onnognnalily to 

cosfl. In Fig.1 one oftlicsc ciecn-fimctions is displayed. 

1 laving produced all of die required cigcn-funciions the problem remains that while the /„ (n > 0) 

are complete on [—ir/2, !r/2] they are not orthogonal on dial interval. Hence die usual mcihod of 
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integrating out Lhc coefficients in Eq.(22) cannot lie used. The method of fining the boundary conditions 

used was to make a least squares fit. for accuracy sampling die error at many more points than lite 

number of rigen-functions involved. In Fig.2 the fit at the boundaries is shown, taking the incident 

energy to have a Gaussian spectrum. Once (lie coefficients arc set the solution is known in the interval 

f0,() and in Fig.3 we display the the solution for I = 10 /, using 20 eigen-functions. Ilic fit can 

be improved by taking more cigcn-functions but their addition does not change the character of the 

solution, llic two-way diffusion equation allows a discontinuity of slope at costf = 0 leading to the 

occurrence of a Gibbs phenomenon in the fitting of the cigen-function. In comparing Fig. 3 to a 

similar figure in the paper by Fisch and Kruskal it should be noted that in the calculation of tlicir resulis 

incorrect, cigcn-valucs were used so that the higher frequency cigen-functions do not decay as quickly as 

they should. Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 3 but this time the incoming flux spectrum is isotropic, as it might be 

•after reflection from the tokamak wall. In the next section we will look more closely at he physical 

V. AITROXIIMATF. SOLUTION 

Once the method of solution is recognized die gross characteristics of the solution can be predicted 

from very simple reasoning without recourse to numerical computations. Our procedure depends on 

solving a set of four simultaneous equations which we obtain by making sonic assumptions about tbc 

angular dcpcndancc of the transmitted and reflected fluxes. If we denote the transmitted flux by T/ we 

can immediately write down one equation; as all of the Mathieu cigen-functions avc orthogonal to cos $ 

on [—TT, 7r] the forward flux is given by 

Tf = BJ cosi0d$ = TiB (23) 

When / is much greater than I, the transmitted flux spectrum will be independent of die incident flux 

'.;"::uiim and we choose lo approximate it by t cosS (we examine the validity of this assumption later). 

Keating cur two values for the transmitted flux gives u' 

t = 2 S . (24) 
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The tchccted flux spectrum, however, will be affected by the incident flux spectrum and though the 

exact form of our approximation will not greatly affect our result w will treat separately the cases of 

pcilicd and isotropic spectra. When the incoming spectrum is isotropic we take Use reflected tlux to be 

isotropic also and equal tor : this gives us a criterion for flux conservation of tlie form 

l = ^ + 2 r . (25) 

In the case of a relatively narrow Gaussian incoming spectrum, as in our third figure we lake the 

reflected flux spectrum to be r cos0 . Flux conservation then gives 

l - J ( t + r). (26) 

We can derive two more equations in the following manner. All of the M.uhieu cigcn-functioris decay 

rapidly outs'de of their domain of completeness hence at x = 1, 0 = 0 only die linear solution will 

contribute giving t Ra A — B(l/l3 — 1). The same reasoning will apply at i •= 0, 0 = n implying 

r pa A — 3. We can solve the above equations in the rwo cases we ha\c considered in give firstly for an 

isotropic incoming spectrum. B = l/(ir •+• 21/1,), A = (///, + \)/[ir -|- 2///.,) . ( = 2/(;r + 21/!,) 

and r = (</(,)/(* + 21/1,). The predicted value for d*c flux transmission coefficient is uius 

When we have a peaked incoming spectrum our equations give; B = 2/ir(l/i, + 2 ) . A = 2(1/1, + 

I )/*(</{. + 2) , t = 4/ir((/{, + 2) and r = 2{ij[,)j^(iji, + 2) . In this case the predicted P-ix 

transmission coefficient is 

In Fig.6 the ratio of the predicted and numerically produced transmitted duxes arc plotted for I from 

0 to 20/, . Considering the simplicity of die derivation the agreement is rcmirkably good. In figures 

7 and S our assumptions on die form of the transmitted and reflected fluxes are rtaniincd. For both 

the isotropic and pcascd cases we assumed that the transmitted tlux could he taken to have a cost) 

dependence. As l/l„ increases. Figs. 7b and 8b show that the die transmitted flux ux spectrum rapidly 

converges to form reasonably approximated by cosine function, lite saire is true of die reflected fli'. in 
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Uicpeakedcascasshov.il by Fig. 7a. Asi/f, becomes large the reflected flux in the isotropic case reaches 

good agreement with our assumed isotropic reflection spectrum as seen in Fig. 8b. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In th's pjper we haic shown a straightforward method to derive the diffusion equation for the 

scattering oflmver hybrid waves, pointing out the cftrcct value of the diffusion coefficient. We showed 

hi.ui this equation could be sohed numerically, with the correct boundary conditions. Our method 

vf soiution suggested a simple model that was used to provide an analyiic expression for the flux 

inirfmission coefficient which agree J well with our numerical results. This model showed that Tor large 

IfU the flux transmission coefficient varies inversely with I . The expansion in M.ithieu cigcn-funclions 

mak :s it clear that in the body of the scattering medium the flux density decays linearly, while the 

transmitted ilm spectrum rapidly loses its correlation with the incoming spectrum converging to a 

limiting form represented modestly well by a Lysine dependence. There arc several possible extensions; 

a more realistic geometry could be used, a small amount of lime dependence could be introduced, 

or the diffusion constant could be allowed to slowly vary. However it is difficult to sec how the 

scaling restrictions c/the regime could be circumvented in order to treat cases of l.j,ny scattering per 

correlation length. In that regime interference effects cannot be neglected and numerical sulutions of the 

original wave equation are probably all that can be obtained. 
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I K i . 1, I he firM ?\fii etyi'n Inn ,.on is pkxicd mi ilic •!)lcrv.il | — I T , * ) , fniiiij by integration of 

I H.(21 >. I lie L-igcirtiim rums nsull.uc inside |—a/2, a/2] tlit-n tlic .iw;iy in tin- n.M uf die interval. 
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FIG. 2. The fit of the solution to the boundary conditions at x = 0 (solid line) and at x = ( (dashed 

line) is shown usin[. 20 ctgcn-ftinctions and Gaussian incoming srjectrum. 
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' iCi.J. | 1 K aihiiiun u> the ciiflubiim cqiunion is ihown fur x e [0, J| .mil 0 G |—*,* | using die Mine 

boundary conditions as in l'ig.2 . 
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I-'IG, 5. The transmitted intensity for a Gaussian incoming spectrum is slmwn «is a function of / / ( , fur 

/ / f „ f rom0l«2. 
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FIG. 7. The reflected (figure a) and transmitted (figure b) flux spectrum (both normalized to unity) 

from a Gaussian incoming spectrum are displayed for t/l, = 0.5, 2. 5 and 10 . The dashed line is the 

corresponding nonnalizcd cosine approximation. 
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FIG. 8. The same information as in Fig. 7 is plotted for an isotropic incoming spectrum with the 

corresponding approximation shown as a dashed line. 


